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Session 2.1: Chair: Sara Murawski
Discussion A: What a future central banking and international monetary architecture should look like to
ensure global financial stability, to promote social & climate justice and to support balanced economic
development at the global scale?
•

Reflecting on the question of financial stability and how far that might be contradictory to the other
goals we want to achieve (both short and long term) because one of the things we have seen from
central bank action during the financial crisis/Covid 2020 crises/climate crisis is that these shocks on
the global financial system creating instability and central banks move to recreate stability which
means to recreate the system as we have it - which is highly redistributed from poor to rich
countries/individuals. So one of the conundrums that we need to solve is to ask how can we move from
that system. As we have seen reform is a slow process especially with the climate crisis and will entail
some sort of shock and how will that shock not lead to, in the name of financial stability, the restabilisation of the system as it is. Need to see the contradiction of those different goals and the
timeframe involved.

•

Q: Finding this formula – is there something positive/useful that the network of off-shore jurisdictions
can do, that we cannot do in regular jurisdictions?
A: The offshore space is not the solution, but the problem we need to be aware of when we come up
with the solutions. Historically monetary development in offshore spaces existed anyway. Off-shore
jurisdictions, whilst a more liberal/less regulated space, provide testing grounds for products and
regulations before bringing them back onshore. They are central not marginal to the financial system,
so we need to see how to make sure rebuilding system without jeopardising/disrupting liquidity.

•

Challenges we face when it comes to greening the fin system and what role the Central bank can play.
We know CB climate change and risk that arise to climate change and environmental degradation are
considered real risk to mandates on finance risk and price stability. Increased focus in communications
since 2015 (considered a watershed moment) so we know it’s on their agenda eg network on greening
financial system 2017 post Paris or several public private initiatives founded in past few years. On the
other hand, current mandates of CB especially global north (ECB) they limit the scope of action that can
be undertaken by CB and there is a reluctance by CB which is justified as they don’t want to be in the
driver seat when it comes to mitigating climate change risk so there is a certain tension between
responsibility and reputational cost of any potential action they might take. Need to re-consider what
the way out would be. Do CB really need new mandates in order to intervene on this new policy sphere
on a global scale. Should they really act as green fire fighters with new and expanded instruments or
use existing monetary instruments already in place since the last global financial crises, should we
consider green QE, green target l/t lending facilities or do they already have the institutional facility to
mitigate these risks that arise for climate change and env degradations.
When we are typing to think about what kind of future CB could be part of, we need to structure the
debate around 1. What can the central bank actually do, so nature and scope of what CB available to
do. CB supervisory tool are informational /rewarding tools so we are not hearing use of enforcement

mechanisms that need to also be place if we want to have re sociological transformation and secondly
Democratic accountability aspect it – the limit of mandate, what sort of institution flexible in place to
reaction to them.
•

Reflecting upon the solutions that CB themselves are pushing in this greening finance, it broadly
concerns 3 main solutions (market fixing approach to greening the financial system). By improving the
provision of information amongst financial markets that will lead financial actors to internalise these
externalities and reallocate capital accordingly. They are pushing forward looking risk-based scenario
analysis particularly for climate change, they are pushing climate disclosure frameworks and more
recently nature disclosure frameworks. Finally this new financial asset classes for carbon and nature
looking at the risks associated with environment change. Financial risk to the financial system (viewed
as risks to the powerful) rather that how the financial system itself is impacting the external world.
Sustainability accounting putting out risk of Double materiality – risk should also account for its impact
on the external world. Concept of Double materiality could be a future development which may help
shift thinking in the more active interventionist role CB could play going beyond financial risk.
Important reasons to challenge /resist some of these efforts. Our own research looks at domestic
solutions to this through credit guid, policy coordination as part of industrial strategy – which is
incompatible with CB. Big gap is the international perspective where unless you are at the top level you
have limited ability to address. The role of actors that lie outside of CB regulation and are key eg
commodity traders who have created liquidity to assist weaker countries in the past.

•

Paradox about stability and the inevitable instability we are facing, the norms don’t seem to work.
Coming from a climate perspective, where CB role are not talked about as much, CB are talked about as
neutral parties as if they are not part of political infrastructure. Interested in the Governance, who
decides and how, and who do they go to and how open are CB to innovative thinking; what are the
leverage points for change? Clearly they are not neutral as they support those who are advantaged. In
the climate policy world there is a climate obstruction framework we are dealing with along with
climate denial, climate delay and climate distraction. CB if they are not directly addressing climate,
more than disclosing risks, they are part of climate obstructionism infrastructure of the world. That
gets to the paradox of stability because if they are not able to promote a big shift - we are stuck in a
loop. CB will be central if we are to have a bigger transformation, while hard to know what the leverage
points to change.

•

Thinking about the goal of financial stability, it seems that there is a reason why we might think about
moving away from it as an aim as it is hard to achieve and more importantly it often becomes that act
of preservation of the current state of affairs and if don’t feel the status quo is working preserving it
should not be the primary goal (particularly when we are facing climate crises). Therefore, we may
need to let go of stability to achieve fundament change. That said there are trade offs in these
collection of aims we are discussing, if we are trying to design a monetary architecture that is going to
deliver justice socially in terms of the climate and on a global scale that may potentially may be
contradictory if the delivery of monetary architecture is democratic in a serious way. Giving people a
democratic role at nation state level gives national government more power over a directly guiding
monetary policy. What will they use that power to do – given history experience, rather than having a
very powerful CB that is technocratic and is promoting global justice. And what is global justice and
how do we deliver that through the powers of the CB.

•

Need to move away from focus on financial stability. CB are maintaining stability, ensuring financial
risks taken out etc. This has led to CB inadvertently contributing to the expansion of financial system.
In that way financial instability and the other aims we want to pursue may be in direct opposition to
each other and we may need to let that aim go and create instability in financial system to reign in
some these finalisation tendencies. Need ask what CB actually are? - for Marxist CB are agents of the
financial system, their mandate is partly naive. If serious need to look at the governance of CB leaving
them as independent institutions as they are run by bankers with access to banks – democratic

accountability of CB governance and need to ask who is influencing decision making. Question re the
support balance development at a global scale, as it stands only one CB can do that – the US Fed. Fed
has been expanding their global liquidity operation have contribute more to global stabilisation and
maybe they should expand this liquidity provision further to other central banks to make it less unequal
but that cements the dominant role of the dollar. How can we strengthen national/ regional monetary
arrangements?
•

Macro discussion here but important to look at local scale effects. How do we conceive of the effects of
MP within countries and at a regional level. Focussing research at local levels eg how we conceptualise
the material effects of MP. If we refuse to accept the big player in MP and look to others impacted by
MP leads to questions like the role of CB in shoring up counties during crisis – and ask what about daily
crises of many people eg can CB de risk social service provision or de-risk the maintenance of social
infrastructure. We need to rethink what we can do in this area.

•

Need to question the goal of financial stability. The cost of maintaining financial stability especially in
the global south around reserve accumulation and interest rates. Stepping back and looking at how we
arrived at this point where we restricted ourselves in this policy space of - if you don’t pursue financial
stability as a goal the entire system will collapse. A moment of Crises in capitalisation being over
accumulation with asset managers having vast amounts of wealth which they need to put somewhere they create innovative tools e.g. derivatives that democratised financing but that takes away from a
critical way of looking at it. We recognise that we are in a crisis of overaccumulation of capitalism +
state support has led the financial sector to create destabilising tools and to stabilise markets CB need
to inject liquidity/intervene in FX to stabilise it subordinating other goals like development/ equality. A
critical review of this area is underdeveloped in the financialisaton literature and why we at this critical
juncture.

•

In moment of crisis many CB are willing to engage in novel and increasingly tailored responses e.g.
liberally minded leadership the ECB led to increased lending to peripheral members of the eurozone.
Federal reserve during GFC unleased targeted programmes to deal with needed relief somehow. The
tension mechanism by which these tailored novel responses to crisis have worked has been by
purchasing debt/financial assets from creditors whose panic in moments of crises generates substantial
funding problems for banks/states. Federal reserve lent to bond holders (private financial actors who
held municipal debt). This meant states had more space to spend without worries that their funding
costs would increase. The elimination of that programme g is now creating new sources of anxiety.
How to shift from the moment of crisis e.g. where disasters trigger federal reserve to create new
targeted solutions, to a proactive forward thinking way in the area of green LTRO s. We have tools to
navigate this, by direct lender, LOLR or purchasing debt that lenders and intermediaries are worried
about. When introduced almost immediately private creditors relax int rates fall for
states/bank/corporations and create more space. Other challenge thinking about the oversight part Banks received funding support from CB – what keeps those banks actually lending to communities
rather than holding onto those funds and what keeps firm who benefit from those supports actually
spending and keeping people employed. There is space where CB can operate but there is follow
through on the other side providing the credit how to ensure the activity on the other side.

•

In relation to comment raised about contradiction between these different objectives we have - in long
term they ae in harmony. We cannot have it without social justice, green, without achieving balanced
development globally and within different jurisdictions and globally. Don’t see any way out of crises
unless we address all those things simultaneously.

•

Idea of instability/financial stability as engine for change to transform the financial system. Worry
about the institutional effects of financial stability which has been exported/ sent to weaker sectors of
society, that is a question we should keep in mind. If we want to face this another question is what are
the potential tools that we have to compensate those costs.

•

The green instruments - as CB now use these market-based instruments to shift the allocation of
capital they essentially increase the infrastructural power of financial markets. It’s not only financial
stability and the financial system that the financial markets can leverage from – it’s also at the greening
of the planet. Empowering financial markets much more in the process, while well intentioned, may be
achieving quite the opposite. At what price? If you bring chaos who will emerge from this chaos. Need
to be more critical of market-based instruments in the greening of the financial system.

Session 2.2 Chair: Rodrigo Fernandez
Discussion B: What are the interlinkages between subordinate financialization and monetary policy?
•

Looking at way CB worked in covid19 of how in a way interventions were similar in a way done
previously but the motivation to do that was aimed at maintaining financial stability rather that
effecting domestic market development and credit growth. MP in one way continue to supports
subordination pattern as they enable the influx of foreign capital then also in the way mange the
provide access to the liquidity reduce vol of asset crises. Q - how to get out of this - financial needs to
become more national, CB need to focus on domestic market and national development rather than
financial integration. CB are really lynch pins between external and internal.

•

Looking at it from green CB aspect and how the development in the MP operations of CB in the global
north but also the global south have an effect on dynamics of subordinate finalisation and the
challenges that especially emerging economies in the global south faced into their geographical
location. The financialisaton dynamics that are already in the global south e.g. foreign indebtedness or
current account deficits are not necessarily going to disappear with the repackaging of MP under green
finance developments. On the contrary I would argue that the specific dynamics that will involve the
green transition plans will continue to go through this financial nexus. Especially the argument of
authors Stefanos /gabor/millar – looking at the renewable’s investment for global investments in Africa
through public private partnerships. CB in the global north provided additional support for
international investors by re risking their global portfolios e.g. Repo markets in Africa jurisdiction build
or extend global markets in Africa is concerning – goes beyond green washing debates making financial
stability more unviable while expanding the neg impact of climate change – double danger to states in
the global south for those states the fall under the public private partnership that are proposed in
those regions. large unequal dynamics that roll out in the projects in those regions.

•

Public investment in general. Where the conventional view is that it is too expensive to do xyz; the idea
CB can infuse capital and modern monetary theory in term of the need for massive public investment
that are needed I sone aspect. The other is mechanisms for public investment for the public good
rather than for corporation ie offering zero int loans for low income folks – these innovative
approaches to provide capital/finance to communities low income regions due to spatial/racial
disparities that have led to inequalities so much potential here and am curious why we are not doing
more of these innovative things and in fact they are hardly on the table in most discussions.

•

In relation to re politicising/increasing state engagement in directing MP is in direct contradiction with
the concept of CB as independence, as it may be required to achieve the types of goals we are
discussing here to unlock state capacity to meet the climate crisis. Make MP much a more political
entity and then make a political case for the desired policies you want to make. Alternatively limiting
MP to what is now and how that can be quite limited. Politicisation of that sort is different for different
countries (esp where you fall lower in the hierarchy). There is an argument for sequencing MP i.e.
starting at the top i.e. USA and other major currency areas and then bring things back to a domestic
sphere to allow the space for those dominos to start falling.

•

For the regions of Latin America, Mexico and Brazil there is no question/link between subordination
and MP. Speaking to bankers in global north about how they give loans to poorer countries they’re
main concern is of Fed risk hikes while sovereign risk is very little. This shows that while we would like
to have more nation space that because of the dominance of the US dollar in the monetary system it is
very difficult for these countries to focus on the national level but note that they have developed tools
in their CB there to deal with this. Bigger point is that MP is so influential, and CB have accumulated so
much power. One way to change is on the fiscal side - to tax the rich to a degree that limits their impact
on climate risks. Politically that would not be an easy feat but maybe the fiscal way might bring us in a
comparatively easier way to our goals.

•

Increasingly seeing now in the US, even with prospect of both high profits and high interest rates
private actors don’t seem to be taking advantage of those opportunities by producing more rather are
retrenching and extracting rent that are coming. In the global context of finalisation increasing
complexity of the financial system the cost of financial crises are distortionary borne by people living in
peripheral economies i.e. who receives credit and liquidity relief. We can see this aftermath in the
outward ripples of the crises in the peripheral countries in eastern Europe v Germany, Switzerland that
had much more contribution to the crises elsewhere. I see this dynamic playing out again in the
absence of green transition. Those economies that are most vulnerable to the worst aspects of climate
change. Disasters – physical risk of climate change – actors and institutions in the richest economies
likely to get supports and actors/institution in emerging market economies are more likely to be locked
out from that support. Alternative relief structure is important. Idealism of world bank and IMF were
meant austerity in exchange for relief and bale-outs. Global frame in which the poorest countries are
most likely to experience the worst of financialisaton, as well as worst of climate change soonest whilst
have least material recourse.

•

Subordinate economies and the green transition. Climate change adaptation building retro-fit with
engineers who work in Africa – striking how backed-in the solutions are and idea they have to be done
though the market is unquestioned. Why might this be – international monetary architecture makes for
a narrow path to solutions that exist and who decides how peripheral countries should be adapting.
Think about MP as this naturalised economic policy - we are only just starting to critique the
naturalness of way MP is done – and hopefully question this in the productive way they have been
done for other areas in the economy.

•

Big question of how countries in the global south have a sovereign MP – mostly reactive to trends in
the global economy. Real solution to subordination will have to come at a global level. Looking at global
south where IMF when deal with deficits as temporary in nature when they are
structural/development deficits, especially for countries emerging from colonial history. Need to think
about what can be done at a national level – introduction nation currency that one country does not
have control over – so supply can be regulated and countries in difficulty can access easily. Need to
look also at domestic transfers so countries in the global south can catch up

Discussion: suggestions for further action
•
•
•
•
•

Setting up a working group that would continue debating these issues.
workshops with short presentations of own work on these issues to start collaborating.
sub-groups of collaboration perhaps
working group including WP series – periodic dialogue and space to share our work
Project – public facing writing about little banks and MP (more people need to understand the political
nature of these decisions).

Links shared by participants:
Bringing subordinated financialisation down to earth: the political ecology of finance-dominated capitalism
it's forthcoming on the Int'l Journal of Public Policy, but you can read the abstract here:
https://twitter.com/DieterPlehwe/status/1534918437008461826
Room for money or manoeuvre? How green financialization and de-risking shape Zambia’s renewable energy
transition

